SPINOZA AND THE BIBLE
Daniel J.Elazar
setofquestions
As a Jew,Spinoza had toraisea somewhatdifferent
thanHobbes and Locke.While thequestionsof thelattergrew out of
theirlivessafelyensconcedin therelativelyhomogeneousmajority of
theirown land and led to thedevelopmentof theidea of civil society,
Spinoza, a Jewseekingadmission to the largersocietyfromwhich he

was

excluded, provided

the intellectual

basis for liberal democracy.

Thefirstmodern secularJew,he championedtheseparationofreligion
and stateand thedevelopmentofa basically secular society inwhich
Jews, Christians,

and others could be accepted without

regard to their

religiousor ethnicancestry.To fosterhisgoal he had to confrontthe
Bible and eitherrefuteits claims or renderthemunimportantto civil
society.The most knowledgeableof theseventeenthcenturyphiloso
pherswhen it came toScripturebecause of theJewisheducationofhis
While he attacked
childhood,he "invented"modern biblical criticism.
biblical covenantalismand the special status of the biblical Jewish
polity in theChristianWest, he, too,felt thenecessitytorelyupon the
idea of a political

covenant or compact

to establish

the political

order

because of thenecessityfor human consent,although he played the

matter down as much as he could. He also took a very realistic view of
rights, essentially that humans have the right to do whatever they have
is founded on consent and
the power to do. Morality, for Spinoza,
covenant which have federal and constitutional
implications for him.
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Spinoza discusses religion in a paradoxical way. He discusses the
fundaments of religion as the Jewish traditionreflects them,but
because he writes in Latin, theycome out in the language of the
must be excavatedfrom
Christian traditionand his original thoughts
them. Because

within

he became

the philosopher

that most attracted

modern emancipatedJews,much of his language as well as his ideas
entered themodern Jewish lexicon and had to be overcome in postmodern

Jewishthought.
Ultimately,Spinoza's understandingof theessenceof
religionplayed a bridgingfunction intomodernity,based uponHe
brewand biblical ideas and norms,recognizingthatfor most people
religionwas politically necessaryand perhaps evenabsolutelyneces
sary, even if not rationally

true. Like Hobbes

and Locke, he grounded

his thoughtina veryrealisticpsychology,one thatmade nofundamen
talmoral demands on humanityother than thoseperceived to be in
Itwas to take300 yearsfor theconsequencesof that
theirself-interest.
approach to befullyfelt in theworld.

Spinoza

and Secular

Liberal

Baruch (Benedict) Spinoza

Civil

Society

(1632-1677), like Hobbes

and

Locke, came out of a covenantal
tradition, but, in his case, in its
version.
Because
of
that, Spinoza was both more
original Jewish
conversant
with
its
roots and more
biblical
deeply
leery of its
in
to
A
the
world
which
he
lived.
Jew from
possible
application
were
his
had
who
from
Marranos
Amsterdam,
parents
escaped
the Iberian Peninsula,
where
the family had been
forced to
over a century earlier and had to pre
convert to Catholicism
serve their Judaism secretly. Not surprisingly, without
rejecting
the spirit of the times, Spinoza
asked a somewhat different set of
tied to his search, as a Jew, for admission
to the
questions
Christian world
around him.
was
The Reformed Protestant Netherlands
in Spinoza's
day
a haven for
revolt against
Jews, reflecting the Dutch
persecuted
both. Holland,
indeed, was the first state
Spain and Catholicism
inWestern
to admit Jews to equal status and to
Europe
develop
a
civic principles.
the
Indeed,
multi-religious
society based
were
were
more
who
themselves
authorities,
Calvinists,
ruling
tolerant toward Jews than they were to the Christian Arminians
in their midst. The latter, as advocates
of a non-Calvinist
Re
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Protestant
considered
heretics by the
theology, were
were
a
the
while
of
different
Jews
regime,
just
religion.
from Judaism to philosophy;
Spinoza was an early "convert"
that is to say, he recognized
that Judaism as a religion and the
were
out
that
of
it
based on Divine
revelation,
grew
religions
which he rejected as the foundation
for human knowledge,
while
was
on
based
foundation
he
the
reason,
philosophy
sought for
himself and for others. A belief in reason as against revelation
as well, since in
served Spinoza's
it
political purposes
principle
formed

opened thedoor to establishing political society on strictlycivil
(as distinct from religious) principles, therebymaking it pos
sible

for Jews

and

to be equally
one of
citizens,
In
was
that
the
first
sense, Spinoza
Spinoza's
major aspirations.
modern
the
first
modern
who
Jew, certainly
Jewish philosopher,
To do
sought to rebuild European
society on modern
principles.
so required
secularization
of society, a detachment
of state and
either in
i.e., the end of the Christian
commonwealth,
religion:
or its
its universalist
Githolic
dimension
Protes
particularistic
tant one.
Christians

In Spinoza's
of
lifetime, the first steps in the detachment
state
in
and
in
took
the
to
order
religion
larger society
place
wars of religion. These wars
conclude
the Reformation-initiated
had
lasted for four generations
and had exhausted
Western
was
The
in
cessation
of
hostilities
embodied
the
Europe.
Treaty
of Westphalia
the Holy Roman Empire
between
and its mem
in 1648. By its terms, religion
re
and Sweden
bers, France,
was
as
a
in every polity but
mained
removed
established
legiti
mate reason for interstate wars
in Europe. Spinoza was engaged
in the parallel
construction
of a philosophic
rationale
for all of
this.
In order to construct that rationale, Spinoza had to discredit
the Bible as the most
ideas. The
important source of political
to that position,
had
Reformation
restored
the Bible
which
earlier it had had to share with Classical
Therefore,
philosophy.
the Tractatus
work,
greatest
Theologicus
political
Spinoza's

Politicus, is, in themain, an effort to demonstrate thatbiblical
political teachingwas valid only for the ancient Israelites and
their commonwealth,

and had no intrinsic validity

for any other

people. Combined with his other purpose, namely, theground
ingof civil society in religious neutrality forthe sake of promot
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of religious pluralism
or, better, secularism
ing the possibility
of the covenantal
within
led to a denigration
it, this inevitably
in his writings.
dimension

All of themajor political philosophers of the seventeenth

century

devoted

major

parts

of

their political

works

to the

problem of the Bible and how to confront it through the new
political philosophy. That in itselfis testimonyas tohow impor
tant the Bible was in the political thought of theirday. All of

in some respects able to rely on the Bible as a support
to
of Classical
thought. All had
rejection
political
re
some
in
and
diminish
the
the
of
Bible
denigrate
authority
of their modern
spects for the sake of other aspects
political
them were

for their

thought.
The Bible provided
human nature derived
nature of man
rather

excellent support for their argument
that
from human psychology,
from the real
than the ideal. Yet the Bible also com
men to follow God in the search for the
manded
of
improvement
in their nature,
the weaknesses
that the political
something
to achieve
wanted
agency alone
philosophers
through human

the best protestations
of piety made
necessary
(despite
by the
times). Spinoza was certainly no less of this school than Hobbes
or Locke and indeed may have been more
so since he had to
as
discredit
the Bible in the eyes of Jews
well as Christians.
a
realistic view of human
Like Hobbes,
begins with
Spinoza
nature as a bundle
of passions
and interests, more often base
than noble. Reading
his Political Tractate, in which he summa

one
rizes his understandings
nature
of human
and politics,
senses
in
that
recalled
the famous
it, he must have
writing
Talmudic
dictum of Rabbi Hanina:
of the
'Tray for the welfare
for ifnot for awe of it ever man would
swallow his
government,
alive/71 Thus he erects his politics on a realistic psy
neighbor
chology.

seems to accept
in his circles
the prevailing
view
Spinoza
that the polity is founded on a political compact, a view no doubt
as much
influenced by the political
of the Re
understanding
was
formed Protestant Dutch as Hobbes
influenced by regnant

Puritan thought inEngland, and both religious ideologies were
influenced

Nevertheless,
natural and

a direct influence on
himself.
Spinoza
seems
to
view
human
Spinoza
linkage as more
the compact more a matter of political organization

by the Bible,
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than the establishment

of society

itself. Here,

too, he is true to his

Jewishbackground, which views living in society as what we

rather than a conventional
one,
might call a natural arrangement
and ismuch less radically
individualistic
than his English coun
terparts. All told, however, he pays little attention to the origins
of civil society, focusing more on its organization
for human
and advancement.
protection
to rely upon
too, felt the necessity
Nevertheless,
Spinoza,
idea of a political covenant, compact, or contract to establish

the
the

political order. Although he played down the idea of an original

to establish
social connections
in
individuals
among
those as natural, he did indicate acceptance
of
families, viewing
or compact was needed
the idea that a political
covenant
to
establish what he already
termed "the state" in the manner
of
continental European
thought. The state could offer the advan

document

tages of civil society thatSpinoza held to be vitally necessary,
feeling the need for those responsible for themaintenance of

to have coercive powers
at their disposal
to do so.
While Spinoza does not emphasize
in his
the role of covenant
direct discussions
of the subject, in his discussion
of the ancient
order

Israelite polity he provides his readers with a teaching that

in this area. In doing so, he
enables
them to fathom his concerns
rests his ideas on Maimonides'
thought, which rests on
political
the proposition
that humans are naturally
social and need soci
are
for
their
but
also
the least social of all
ety
they
development,
in
In
their
Maimonides'
ways.
eyes, this is the basic
living beings
contradiction
and
agrees
facing government
politics.
Spinoza

and goes a step further,
holding that it is also the justification for
democracy,
to maintain

to overcome

this contradiction

at least sufficiently

society.
political
further holds that there is no natural morality,
that
Spinoza
are
what humans mean
"natural
the
powers
by
rights"
really
that they possess by nature; that is to say, whatever
they can do,
a
formula
they have a natural right to do. This is "Hobbesian"
as forHobbes,
this makes
tion if there ever was one. For Spinoza,

itabsolutely necessary forhuman beings to establish covenants
and compacts throughwhich theywill relinquish some portion
of their rights, that is to say, theirpowers, to a collectivity, the
polity and its rulers.
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further understands
that in order to achieve
this,
Spinoza
humans must consent to doing so. He goes further. The need for
act but itmust
this consent is not just for a founding consensual
be a continuing
for
consensus, with continuing ways and means
are
to
to
consent
and
understand
that
affirm
their
they
people
back
doing so. It may be that this, too, comes from Spinoza's

numerous
in the Jewish tradition. Judaism provides
acts
ground
three times a day, to
of renewing
consent, from daily prayers,
on Shavuot
the traditional
annual
reaffirmation
(Pentacost),
at
the
Torah
Sinai.
of
the
of
anniversary
giving
there are limits to humans'
Moreover,
ability to relinquish
their rights or powers. Those limits are also natural. They cannot

limit their powers
So, for ex
beyond what nature will allow.
to
it
is
to
the
one's
ample,
impossible
relinquish
right
thoughts.
Even the meanest
(in the sense of lowest and most miserable)
is good for him and
human being can and will think about what
or to limit that power of
there is no way tomake him relinquish
thought, even by his own consent.
is founded on consent and through
Thus, for Spinoza, morality

The federal and constitutional
of his
covenanting.
implications
ideas are present within
those ideas and are recognizable
upon
of them. That is to say, were one-time consent all
contemplation
one would
not need constitutions
that was needed,
and consti
con
tutionalism. Constitutions
the basis for continuing
provide
sent by establishing
the principles
and providing
the ways
and
means
to translate them into practice
consent.
through popular
In this way Spinoza
for modern
lays a philosophic
grounding
constitutional

republicanism.
seeks consent through people
Spinoza
consenting with one
as
it
is
he
but
himself
another,
admits, to do so
equally possible,
in the biblical manner,
that is, through people
to a
consenting

the constitution
covenant with God, who thereby establishes
for
them that meets
the same criteria. The morality
established
by
those covenants
and constitutions
is a federal morality
in the
sense of the term "federal";
that is to say, it is based
original

and does not have, nor can it have,
upon covenant
basis than covenant
and consent. Others have argued
must be a natural morality,
that is to say, a moral order
nature in order to have covenants;
that is to say, there
are
or
who
moral,
people
naturally
capable,
morally

any other
that there

into

built
have

to be

and who
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seek to establish thatmorality for largerpublics or forhumanity

as a whole

on

that basis

through

covenant.

Spinoza

would

not

agree.

Nor would
the Bible. In it,God is the source for establishing
to
covenantal
the moral
i.e., He provides
principles
morality,
covenant.
which people
be
free,
agree by
People may
naturally
their freedom consists of being
but, once they are covenanted,
free to live up to the terms of their covenants. Otherwise
they are
outside
the law or outlaws.
this
recognizes
by allowing
Spinoza
in the public sphere than
governments
greater power of coercion
otherwise be entitled to, in order tomaintain
they would
public
order in civil society.
in Latin,
wrote
to
Since Spinoza
the word
that he uses
au
is
this process
describe
of consenting
"obey." People
obey
or pacts or God. Read
governments
thority, whether
carefully,
one sees that the term that Spinoza has inmind
is not
however,
the Latin word

for obedience
but the biblical Hebrew
word
for
to hear and to act accordingly,
shamoa, which means
act of choice and consent
(or what
implying an intermediate
1 as
to in Federalist No.
Alexander
Hamilton
later referred
as he did out of the Jewish
"reflection
and choice").2 Coming
ideas and culture,
tradition and its biblically-based
political
as
act
of
the
of
what
Christians
call obedience
thought
Spinoza
hearkening,

a matter of hearkening.
Even though he rejected what
for him
were the limitations of that tradition, he retained the imprint of
its culture on his thought.

In this way, too, he served a bridging function, reintroducing
in covenant
the biblical
tradition grounded
into a
political
a
in
not
imme
world
such
that
it
did
modern,
way
secularizing
and thus could be translated
diately rest upon God's providence
terms. The requirement
into modern
that there be continuing
constitution
consent further served to open the door tomodern
consent. While
that continuing
for assuring
alism as the vehicle
saw himself as secular, his resynthesis
of biblical
and
Spinoza

classic political thought also contributed tomaking itpossible
for both modern

Jews and modern

thinkingon thebase thathe provided.

Christians

to rest

their

In the last analysis, Spinoza
is unfair to the idea of covenant
of
he is so close to it.He alone of the great philosophers
covenantal
with the original
time had a direct experience

because
his
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tradition, thatof theBible and the Jewishpeople. For reasons of

as
he rejected
that tradition,
probably
preference,
personal
a
no little success
to
found
with
and
overly religious,
attempted
tradition in its place.
new, more secular,
architect of the new
The first modern
Jew, he was a major

political philosophy because, even more thanHobbes needed

in the larger
needed
acceptance
security in England,
Spinoza
a new
In another
invented
world.
sense, however,
Spinoza
so as to be able to
covenant based on human moral commitment

abandon the old tradition, presented by him as parochial, on

as universal.
That was as much
behalf of the new one presented
an act of covenanting
as any other that took place
in the seven
teenth century.
as one of the
did serve, even if unintentionally,
Spinoza
tradition and
between
older
covenantal
the
bridging
figures
treatment
of the
careful
Like
Hobbes
and
his
Locke,
modernity.
Bible tomake his points gave his readers and subsequent
genera
tions a chance to do the same from a non-traditional
perspective.
even shows them the necessity
of confronting biblical
Spinoza
it
and
with
the
covenantal
tradition.
political
thought

to its
the word
used
"covenant"
Spinoza
only in reference
as
a
was
in
term
the
and
Bible
usage
hardly an
theo-political
advocate
of the use of the term. Moreover,
to
his reluctance
the
of
and
his
compact
emphasize
apparent
theory
politics
leaning toward a more organic view of the origins of civil society
term. Nevertheless,
kept him from seeking any alternate
by
in
the
Bible
and
for
taking
seriously
laying the foundations
an influ
and modern
became
modernity
Spinoza
democracy,
ence on subsequent
so
He
of
moderns.
did
because
generations
to make
the world
safe for philosophy
or, more
science
and
Scientists
and
accurately,
philosophy.
philosophers
had to have lives that were both tranquil and unrestricted
for
science and philosophy.
Both stability and freedom were pre
as providing
for doing
that, and he saw democracy
requisites
he wanted

both themost stable and the freestof regimes.

the other hand, a very good case can be made
that Spinoza
rulers
thought that inmatters of the polity and its governance,
On

did indeed have the right to apply restrictions if theywere
necessary for the survival and health of the polity, including
fostering

religious myths

and political

or social

restrictions

that,
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or scientific
not necessarily
true or just in the philosophic
were
in
true
that they enabled
civil society to
sense,
ultimately
was
survive. This Spinozistic
the one that actually
approach
took hold in the modern world
and was
sustained
throughout
most of the modern world wherever
took root until
democracy
the end of the modern
epoch. This, indeed, may have been his
most practical
to the transformation
contribution
of the cov
while

enantal
wanted

much
racies

tradition.
to control

the totalitarian
rulers
Only
polities whose
or those polities
that retained too
everything
character and did not become modern
democ

premodern
did not follow

Spinoza's

Spinoza's

understanding

lead.
of the essence

of religion

played

the same bridging function based upon Hebrew and biblical

ideas and norms. While
himself may have denied
the
Spinoza
in
ultimate
rational truth of religion and expressed
that denial
at
his esoteric
the
least
he
understood
that
for
very
teaching,

most people in theworld, even thegenerally enlightened public
who molded opinion in thepolity but who were not and would

not ever be philosophers,
and
necessary
religion was politically
even
was
even
true
if
As
it
such,
necessary.
absolutely
perhaps
not rationally
true.3
for their moral
the means
salva
for Spinoza, was
Religion,

tion (salus).While he suggested thatblessedness (beatitudo) is a

for achieving
it are very few
higher form of salvation, candidates
of it. For
indeed. Therefore he did not continue his discussion
the
moral
salvation,
then, people need religion, but they need
essence of religion, not its particularized
in particular
accretions
could deny the valid
cultures or communities.
(Hence Spinoza

ityof biblical laws formankind in general on the grounds that

for the Israelites,
indeed, the ancient Israel
they were designed
ites at that.)
What,
then, is the essence of religion? The pursuit of justice
for all but
and
charity (caritas). That pursuit is salvation
(justitia)
the tiny few who can be blessed.

Faith demands goodness rather than truth,but it isgood and

which
it
of the obedience
only because
which
alone
it
is
that
obedience
inspires, and, consequently,
the man
it is not necessarily
makes man a believer. Hence
a means

to salvation

who produces the best arguments who displays the best
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the best works

produces

charity (TTP, ch. 14).

of justice

and

fifth proposition
of the universal
faith is
Spinoza's
to
of
him
God
and
obedience
consists
"worship
solely injustice
and charity (or love) toward one's neighbor."
insertion gives us a very important
Spinoza's
parenthetical
clue to what he means
by justice and charity and most particu
or
caritas.
What we have before us is nothing
larly by charity
other than the biblical Hebrew
tzedakah v'hesed: tzedakah
phrase
as justice in the largest sense, and hesed as covenant
love (follow
or
as
Snaith's
this
would
writer
translate
it,
translation),
ing
in
covenantal
Indeed, Spinoza,
"loving
obligation."
elaborating
on a definition of caritas, reaches the same definition.
So in the end Spinoza
draws upon
the Bible for the basic
Indeed,

of universal

premises

religion

but not

that part

of the Bible

devoted to the detailed laws given by God and Moses

to the

but on the essence which God, Moses,
and the
Jewish people,
on
to
the
occasions.
different
Moreover,
prophets
speak
people
that essence
is covenantal.
further defines what
it
Spinoza
means
to be just as being obedient
to God.
If we
correctly
as
his understanding
understand
to be
of obedience
hearkening,
is
to
to
as a
to
hearken
fulfill
one's
i.e.,
God,
just
potential
If
covenanted
for
is
indeed
then
the
hesed,
being.
charity
Spinoza
second part of the phrase has to do with fulfilling one's obliga
tions as a covenanted
being toward one's fellows; or phrased
more concisely,
justice is essentially
fulfilling one's covenantal

obligations to God and charity, fulfilling those obligations to
one's

fellows.4

The New Political Philosophy
The

first steps

toward

the new

science

of politics were

taken

through thenew political philosophy, the philosophic revolu
tion brought by Hobbes, Spinoza, and Locke. All threewere
products

of covenanted

commonwealths

and

all

three devel

oped systems of political thought thatmoved people
covenanted
stitutional

from

to their modern
con
commonwealths
equivalents,
civil societies. The new political
philosophy
began by
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of human nature which
breaking with traditional
conceptions
held that the good was as much a part of human nature as other
elements and that humans would naturally
strive for the good if
circumstances
human
nature to flourish.
that
side
of
permitted
saw
From a philosophic
theories
perspective,
premodern
natural
law as overarching
the entire human
built
enterprise,

into the very foundations
of humanity
and including all of the
ideal aspirations
of humankind.
This overarching
character also
was manifested
was
inChristian
which
indeed
grounded
theology
in a synthesis between natural
law and Divine
first
revelation,

developed by the Jewish thinkerPhilo of Alexandria for Jews
living at the timeof Jesus.Subsequently, JewsandMuslims had
relied less on the philosophically grounded natural law and

much more
result was

on Divine

law as the source of the good, but the end
the same.
It was
for the
very much
easy enough
to
to
Protestant
reformers
the Old
what, for them, was
go back
Testament
and still remain within an overarching
system which
believed
that the good could be brought out in humans because
it was within
them by virtue of their very nature and/or by
Divine
grace.
Itwas
this edifice that was demolished
by the new political

philosophy which held that the psychology of individual hu

in human passions,
the foundations
mans, grounded
provided
for human nature, not some overarching
system that included
that humans
had certain elemental
virtue;
rights by virtue of
their being humans
that could only be protected by the establish

ment of civil society, throughwhich order could be maintained
to protect

the strong and strong individuals
against
ones against
of many weak
the combination
them.
against
in
Grounded
this new political
individualism,
methodological
viewed
individual
human beings not only as the
philosophy
the weak

building blocks of the social order but as radically independent
from one

necessity

to or felt the
insofar as they chose
another
except
to combine, which
the political
them
philosophers

selves believed theywould inevitablydo forsheer survival iffor

no other

reason.

To effect their combination, thenew political philosophers

ideas put forward by Reformed Protestant
drew upon covenant
the
indeed, secularized
ism, but in a secularized
way. Hobbes,
term
moral
within
it
the
"covenant,"
very
apparently
seeing
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cov
to make
dimension
of that dimension
and the importance
enants work in an otherwise highly individualistic
world. Thus
Hobbes, who has come down to us with a reputation as the most
of the new

"pessimistic"

philosophers

of the seventeenth

cen

tury,actually rested his philosophy, especially in its political

on relatively high moral
expectations.
and Locke, on the other hand, moved
from the term
Spinoza
a
to "political
to
"covenant"
based
compact"
highlight
morality
even
a
than
human
rather
Divine
upon
putative
mutuality
connection.
Of course, Hobbes
had the same idea but thought
themoral
that he could keep the term which so clearly expressed
that he had inmind.
dimension
of pacting
a pact
covenant
to mean
continued
this, however,
Despite
between humans
and a transcendent
for
some, it
(until,
power

dimension,

later was

into the idea of a contract
that was
?
not
and
its
enforceable
binding only morally
legally
meaning
to
tries hard
indeed,
world).
today in the business
Spinoza,
on
to concentrate
avoid even discussing
the matter, preferring
in favor of
other
issues
such as the rejection
of revelation
rational knowledge
of natural
One
right.
might argue that this
as stemming
could be understood
from his particular
back
him
and
the
it
to
that
led
raise.
Those
ques
ground
questions
tions led him to be more
in directly confronting
interested
the
its
Divine
revelation
and
the
for
of
problem
necessity
replace
ment by a system of rational philosophy
or
than either Hobbes
transformed

Locke.

Locke was
ment
to seek

sufficiently a product of his late Puritan environ
some of its major
to incorporate
and
premises
more
into
his
version
of
new,
secularized,
methodologies
politi
cal philosophy.
He felt the need to undermine Divine
revelation
to protect the Divine
only insofar as it seemed
right of patriar

chalmonarchy, which he did very thoroughly inhis First Treatise
on Governmentbut which also was not very difficult,given the

thrust of Scripture away from patriarchy
in any case. For Locke,
as in the Bible, humans
themselves
around
organized
and
at
a
reinforced
God
most,
became,
morally grounded
pacts.
for those human pacts rather than a partner in them.
guarantor
inmind, Locke could then enlist much
With those developments
however,

of Puritan

political

thought

in his

cause,

albeit

in secularized

form.
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common
to all three of them was a very realistic
no moral
on humanity
one
that
made
demands
psychology,
to be in their self-interest. The full
other than those perceived
not be known for another three
of this shift would
consequences
?
hundred
until
the
tenth
after its occurrence
years
generation
?
an agent of secularism
as well as
when
it became
republican
concerns us here, we
ism. While
the latter is what particularly
cannot understand
it unless we understand
the former as well,
What

was

forwhile all three and the lesser philosophic

seventeenth
the same
travelled
century who
a
as
refer to political
commonwealth,
society

lights of the

to
preferred
the
end
of
the
by

path

century they had introduced the term "civil society" which

added

a new

dimension

to the commonwealth.

The idea of civil society explicitly or implicitly secularized
the commonwealth in twoways, by grounding society in a civil

rather than a Divine

order,

and by resting

it on the private

lives

of individuals thatwere modified only by theagreement of those
to
individuals
(which after all
one or another
or a
association

some of their privately
held power
surrender
was authoritative
in this view of the world)
to
a
either
collectivity,
public, non-governmental
farmore binding governmental
association
that

became
the framing institution of civil society. Since both of
to establish and maintain
collectivi
these were private decisions
was
ties, the private
primary, even though for those philoso
for the pro
necessary
phers the public domain was absolutely

tection of life, the advancement
of liberty, the ownership
of
For them, the common
property, and the pursuit of happiness.
no longer the Puritan
commonwealth
wealth was
resting on
defined
the
Divine
and established
by covenants,
guidance
with God, but
rested on human partnership
original of which
was
a civil society based upon political
and social compacts,
entered into by human beings with or without Divine protection
on the basis of mutual
to be sustained by the power of
pledges
new
of the
from
the moral commitments
derived
the
collectivity
was
essence
but
of covenanting
mutual pledging.
The
preserved
with

a new

grounding

and more

limited purposes.
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Science

J. Elazar

of Politics

This, in turn, led to the new science of politics. The process
into effective institu
of translating the new political philosophy
of: the
tions of government
the province of the exponents
became
new science of politics. That took more
time. By the end of the
had already
seventeenth
century, the new political
philosophy

become the cutting edge if not the regnant philosophy for

It
Western
and the British Isles in one form or another.
Europe
in
to make
itsmark,
took longer for the new science of politics
in theory. Indeed, not until 1789,
after the change
practice,

toward theend of theeighteenth century,could itbe said tohave
so.

done

task of the new science of politics was multifaceted.
Not
it
to
would
have
translate
abstract
theories
of
the
only
origins
and foundations
of the polity into operational
ones, but ithad to
secure sufficient penetration
and spread of those theories among
the publics who would
have to make practical
deci
governing
sions. Those philosophic
the
became
theories, once translated,
cornerstones
of eighteenth
theories
of
century
republicanism,
The

revolution,

liberty and

equality,

federalism

and

rights,

inter

alia.

some

extent those theories necessarily
to become
had
in
accessible
form
to
wider
of people.
circles
ideologies,
simpler
As such, they could begin to penetrate
the political
cultures of
those same publics and at the same time influence the design of
new institutions
to make
them operational.
Those
institutions,
in time, had a profound
effect on the political behavior
of those
who
lived within
them.
The key to the successful movement
from the new political
To

philosophy to the new science of politics was

the idea and

political

of constitutionalism,
itself derived
from the covenantal
tradition rather than from premodern
consti
European

politics.

Constitutionalism

practice

tutionalismwhich rested on the old political philosophy and
involved

the translation

and

con

cretization of the ideas of thenew political philosophy into the

civil
was

of the new polity. Modern
constitutionalism
an
ech
essentially
eighteenth century invention, although
oes of it had
late in the seventeenth.
It took another
appeared
institutions
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in the Constitu
its full embodiment
century before it received
tion of the United
States of America.
Several
the new constitutional
things stood out as marking
ism. One, itwas
for
limited, seeking only to frame governments
which
civil societies, unlike ancient constitutionalism
sought to
construct
of
life in
the basic
rules for comprehensive
ways
religiously
neous with

meant
to be homoge
commonwealths
grounded
to
beliefs
and
and
norms,
express
regard
practices

new political
of individual

to the issue
those addressed
philosophy,
especially
source
was
to
its
it
draw
of
Three,
authority
rights.
it served. This was made manifest by
from the people

ingboth. Two, itwas designed to protect the principles of the

principally

directly involving the people in thewriting and adoption of
constitutions

in a concrete

to establish
Four, itwas
the constitutional
goals

expression

of their sovereign powers.
for achieving
institutions

appropriate
of the new political

philosophy.

Notes
1.
2.

Pirkei Avot, Perekh Gimmel, Mishna Bet.
Federalist No. 1.Hamilton refers to "reflection and choice" as the
best or most correct means to establish a polity in contrast with
as
the other ways which he emphasizes
force or "accident,"
to
science
Alexander
"new
of
the
existed
having
politics."
prior
and John Jay, The Federalist (Cam
Hamilton,
James Madison
bridge, MA: Belknap Press, 1961).

3.

J.Den Uyl, "Power, Politics and Religion in Spinoza's
Douglas
Political Thought," Jewish Political Studies Review, Vol. 7, Nos. 1

4.

See Norman Snaith, The Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament
(New York: Schocken Books, 1973), on the covenant love of God;
see also Den Uyl, op. cit.
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